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ABSTRACT
The current methodology for estimating CANDU fuel burnup is based on lanthanum-concentration
measurements in the fuel. Lanthanum-concentrations
are converted to fuel-burnups using neutronic
computer codes. Using these codes with the best available nuclear data, the uncertainty in the burnup to
lanthanum-concentration
ratio is about 1% for low-burnup fuel (<50 MWh/kg Initial U), and about 2%
for high-burnup fuel (>200 MWh/kg initial U). The current nuclear-data libraries for the WIMS-AECL
and WOBI codes do not have nuclear data that are optimized for calculating the burnup to lanthanumconcentration ratio. This may result in biases of one to two percent compared to the best-available
nuclear data.
1.

Introduction

Accurately estimating the burnup of CANDU fuel following irradiation is important for establishing fuel
performance parameters. The current methodology for estimating CANDU fuel burnup is based on
lanthanum-concentration
measurements in the fuel, following three distinct steps: a) hot-cell procedures
for dissolving the fuel and diluting the solution; b) high performance liquid chromatography for
measuring the lanthanum-concentration
in the solution, c) neutronic calculations using computer codes
WOBI or WIMS-AECL [1], for determining the burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio. This paper
addresses the uncertainty in the neutronic calculation of the burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio.
Unless otherwise stated, in this paper WIMS-AECL
associated ENDF/B-6 based library (WIMS-IST).
2.

Relationship

Between

Fuel Burnup

refers to WIMS-AECL

and Lanthanum

version 2-5d with its

Concentration

This section reviews the relationship between fuel burnup and the lanthanum quantity. Reviewing this
relationship provides insights into the errors and uncertainties in using the lanthanum concentration for
estimating the fuel bumup.
Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of the fission process, which helps illustrate the relationship
between the lanthanum quantity and the fission energy released. As shown in the figure, the fission
process produces two fission products (very rarely three), neutrons (typically two or three), and photons
(neutrinos are ignored since their energy is not deposited in the reactor core).
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Simplified diagram of the fission process.

A portion of the “Chart of the Nuclides” [2], showing the major lanthanum isotopes and their precursors,
is shown in Figure 2. As illustrated in the figure, the fission-product decay-chain for an atomic mass of
139 culminates with La-139 (which is stable). The decay-chain for this atomic mass consists of shortIived isotopes (Ba-139 being the longest with a half-life of 1.4 h). Also note that no other fission product
decay chain terminates at a stable or longer-lived (i.e. T%>2 d) lanthanum isotope, although direct yield
of La-137 (TM= 6E+4 a) or La-138 (Tx = 1.05E+1 1 a) are possible.

Figure 2.

Portion of Chart-of-the-Nuclides

showing lanthanum isotopes and their precursors.

For a given fissionable
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isotope, the lanthanum production from fission can be expressed as:
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NL, is the number of lanthanum atoms.
Y~,137and YIA38 are the direct fission product yields (atom% per fission) for La-137 and La-138
respectively.
YL=139. is the fission product yield (atom% per fission) for La-139 which includes the decay chain for
atomic number 139.
NF is the number of fissions.

Fission product yields and energies released per fission have been determined for all the major
fissionable isotopes. This provides a basis for relating the lanthanum production to the number of
fissions, and therefore to the fission energy released. The basic equations for the lanthanum production
and associated energy released are as follows:
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Equation 2

i is the index over all fissionable materials (FM).
yLa~37J and yLa13&j are the direct fission product yields (atom% per fission) for La-137 and La-138
respectively from fissionable-material “i”.
yLa139.j is the fission product yield (atom% per fission) for La-139 which includes the decay chain for
atomic number 139 from fissionable-material “i”.

NFi is the number of fissions of fissionable-material “i”.

EnergyDeposited
where:
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Equation 3

EnergyDeposited is the total energy deposited in the reactor (MeV) from the fission event.
Ei is the total recoverable energy released per fission (MeV/fission) from fissionable-material

“i”.

Note that the total energy deposited (or recoverable energy) is the sum of the effective-fission-energy
(which includes: a) fission fragment kinetic energy, b) fast neutron energy, c) prompt gamma energy, d)
delayed gamma energy, and e) electron kinetic energy, but excludes antineutrino energy which is not
deposited in the reactor) @the
energy from parasitic neutron absorption. The energy released per
fission is discussed in detail in references [3,4]. It should be noted that up to 15% of the total energy
from the fission process may be deposited away from the fuel where the fission occurs (in CANDU
reactors, it is estimated that on average about 5% of the total recoverable-fission-energy
is deposited
outside the fuel channel [5]). Note that in this context, the term “recoverable energy” refers to the fission
energy deposited anywhere in the reactor from the fission event (including structural and shielding
material, outside of the core), but excludes decay energy from fuel discharged from the core. The term as
used here is not to be confused with the useful fission energy that is recoverable from the coolant.
Fission-product-yields
and the energy-released-per-fission
are somewhat dependent on the energy of the
incident neutron. These effects are generally small, and the data are generally grouped as “thermal
spectrum” and “fission spectrum”. Incorporating the incident neutron energy in Equation 2 and Equation
3 gives:

z

Nb =

~(yLa137,i,,j

j= IncidentNeutronSpectrum

where;

“Za138,i,,j
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j is the index over the incident neutron spectrum.
YLalsT,iJand YLa.ls&ij are the direct fkSiOII product yields (atom% per fission) for La-137 and La-138
respectively from fissionable-material “i” with an incident neutron spectrum “j”.
YLa13g,,iJis the fission product yield (atom V. per fission) for La-139 which includes the decay chain for
atomic number 139 from fissionable-material “i” with an incident neutron spectrum “j”.
NFiJ is the number of fissions of fissionable-material “i” with an incident neutron spectrum of “j”.
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EiJ is the total recovered-energy
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Equation 5

NF.Z,.1

released per fission (MeV/fission)

from fissionable-material

“i” with an

incident neutron spectrum of “j”.

As noted earlier, the energy released per fission depends somewhat on the fate of the “excess” neutrons
(i.e., neutrons not used in propagating the fission chain reaction, shown as radiative capture in Figure 1),
which depends on the reactor design. Energy from parasitic capture generally accounts for about 7 to 11
MeV per fission (about three to six percent of the total energy released per fission). For CANDU
bundles, the energy from parasitic neutron captures must be appropriate for the CANDU reactor.
In a nuclear reactor, the relationship between the lanthanum quantity and the number of fissions is
complicated by: a) neutron captures in lanthanum and its precursors, and b) possible production from
neutron capture events. For example, in the simplified case of a single fissionable isotope, a single
incident neutron spectrum, and no spatial flux or material variations, the rate equation for La-139 is:
d La139(t)

= ~
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Equation 6

CJt
direct from fission
where:

decay from Ba-139

La- 139 absorption

La139(t) is the lanthanum quantity at time “t”.
tis the time in seconds.
Y~.13g is the direct fission product yield (atom% per fission) for La-139.
FissionRate(t) is the fission rate at time “t”.
l~,13g is the decay constant for Ba-139 (s-l).
&zlqgis the neutron absorption cross section for La-139 (cmz).
$ ;S the neutron flux at time “t”.

To properly account for the actual reactor conditions, Equation 6 must be expanded to account for the
different fissionable materials and incident neutron energies. Any initial lanthanum present in the fuel
must also be accounted for. To determine the lanthanum isotope quantities as a function of time, the full
set of coupled rate equations for the lanthanum isotopes and their precursors must be solved. These
equations, with some simplifications and approximations, are solved by neutronic codes, as discussed
later.

3.

Uncertainty

in the Burnup

to Lanthanum

Ratio Using the Best Available

Nuclear

Data

From the relationship between lanthanum and burnup, the following potential sources of uncertainty
error in the “burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio” (BU/LC) have been identified:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

or

uncertainty in the fission product yield data;
uncertainty in the energy released per fission data;
uncertainty in the relative contribution of the various fissionable isotopes to the total number of
fissions;
uncertainty in the removal and/or production of lanthanum from neutron capture (including its
precursors);
uncertainty or error introduced from fast-neutron fissions in U-235, Pu-239, Pu-241;
uncertainty or error related to the initial lanthanum quantity in the fuel, which maybe present as an
impurity;
error and uncertainty in the code calculations.

Each of these component errors is discussed in the Section 3.1. Combining the component uncertainties
is discussed in Section 3.2.
3.1

Component

Uncertainties

This section presents the component uncertainties.
these component uncertainties:
.
.
.

.

.

.

The following major conclusions

can be made about

The largest source of uncertainty is the fission product yield. This ranges from 0.7% to 2.8%,
depending on the fissionable isotope.
The uncertainty in the energy released per fission is about 0.5%.
Although the uncertainties in the fissionable isotope fission-fractions are several percent for CANDU
fuel at exit burnup, the impact of this on the burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio is less than
0.1%
Neutron capture events remove 1% to 2% of the produced lanthanum for CANDU fuel in the typical
exit-burnup range. The uncertainty in the neutron-capture events contributes less than 0.1 %
uncertainty to the BU/LC.
The initial lanthanum concentrations are believed to be less than 0.8 ~gg-l U. Ignoring initial
lanthanum at this concentration results in a bias of less than 0.5% for CANDU fuel in the typical exit
bumup range.
The effects of uncertainties from a) incident-neutron-energy
effects, and b) the solution of the
lanthanum inventory equation in neutronic codes, are all less than O.lYo.

3.1.1

Fission Product Yield Data and Their Uncertainties

Table 1 lists the fission product yields from the major Nuclear Data Libraries, as obtained from the
Brookhaven National Laboratories internet site [6]. A review of the data shows the following:
o

Cumulative
yields of La-138 and La-137 are five orders of magnitude less than the La-139 yield, for
all the major fissionable
isotopes in a CANDU natural uranium bundle. Production
of La-138 and
La-1 37 is therefore negligible.

.
.

Of the major nuclear data sets currently available, the ENDF/B-6 data set generally provides the
La-139 yield data with the lowest uncertainty.
Thermal fissions in U-235 and Pu-239 provide >85% of the fissions in CANDU fuel. The La-139
yields for these fissions are relatively consistent for the three data sets, with the JEF and JENDL data
differing by no more than one percent from the ENDF/B-6 data.

Table 1.

Fission product cumulative-yields

I Fissionable Isotope
(neutron incident energy)
La-139Fission U-235 (thermal)
Parameter

Product Yield

La-138Fission
ProductYield

La-137 Fission
ProductYield

U-235 (fast)
U-238 (fast)

Pu-239 (thermal)
Po-239 (fast)
Pu-241 (thermal)
Pu-241 (fast)
U-235 (thermal)
U-235 (fast)
U-238 (fast)
Pu-239 (thermal)
Pu-239 (fast)
Pu-241 (thermal)
Pu-241 (fast)
U-235 (thermal)
U-235 (fast)
U-238 (fast)
Pu-239 (thermal)
Pu-239 (fast)
Pu-241 (thermal)
Pu-241 (fast)

for the stable and longer-lived lanthanum isotopes [6].

I E~F’m-6 Gmndative I JEF Cumulative
[7]
0.0641t 0.7%
0.0647+ 1.5%
0.0634 i 0.5%
0.0567 + 1.0%

0.0661 i 6.0%
0.0582 + 4.9%

0.0564* 2.8%
0.0561+ 1.4%
0.0622+ 2.0%
0.0631t 2.8%
3.18E-07t 4.0%
9.77E-08* 4.0%
1.76E-10t 64.0%
6.16E-07f 64.0%
5.39E-07+ 64.0%
7.52E-09+ 64.0%
7.42E-09+ 64.0%
6.93E-I 1 + 64.0%
2.63E-11t 64.0%
2.45E-12t 64.0%
2.82E-08&64.0%
2.18E-08~ 64.0%
1.4OE-10* 64.0%
1.88E-10f 64.0%

0.0567+ 2.5%
0.0559+ 6.3%
0.0468f 27%
0.0621t 3.5%
8.95E-09~ 38%
1.66E-08* 59%
3.78E-11+ 4590
3.49E-07k 38%
5.06E-07~ 50%
8.1OE-O9~ 64%
1.13E-08~ 42%
1.73E-10+ 36%
2.39E-10~ 5770
o
1.22E-08+ 37%
1.55E-08+ 50%
1.49E-10~ 64%
1.91E-10*43%

I JENDL Cumrdative
0.0635
0.0631

0.0590
0.0562
0.0559
0.0590
0.0616
3.46E-07
1.08E-07
8.90E-11
6.23E-07
5.77E-07
1.03E-08
1.63E-08
1.31E-09
5.75E-10
1.27E-12
2.56E-08
2.39E-08
2.32E-10
3.79E-10

Fission product yield data are available in two data sets: a) “cumulative
yields”, and b) “independent
yields”.
The differences
between these data sets are described in detail in [8]. In short, the independent
yield is the number of atoms of a given isotope (and metastable state if applicable)
produced directly
from one fission, but after the emission of prompt neutrons (but before
Cumulative
yield of a given isotope (and metastable
state if applicable)
that nuclide produced over all time after one fission (including delayed

For the calculation
.
.

.

the emission of delayed neutrons).
is the total number of atoms of
neutron emission).

of La-139, cumulative yields can be used for the following reasons:

All of the significant La-139 precursors have short half-lives (less than 1.5 h), and capture in
precursors is negligible.
Cumulative yields include the effect of delayed neutron emission. Many neutronic codes, including
WIMS-AECL, do not include delayed neutron emission. For mass chain 139, delayed neutron
emission results in the sum of the independent chain being about one percent higher than the
cumulative yield ( 1.O% based on ENDF/B-6 data, and 0.7% based on JEF data [8]).
The uncertainty in the cumulative yield for La-139 is smaller than the uncertainty in the sum of the
independent yields of the 139 mass chain.

If the La-139 cumulative yield is not used, delayed neutron emissions must be properly treated by the
neutronics code.
3.1.2

Energy Released Per Fission Data and Their Uncertainties

The total energy deposited from fission is the sum of 1) the “effective-fission-energy”,
@ 2) the energy
liberated from parasitic neutron absorption. Note that in this study, it is assumed that the “fission
energy” includes energy deposited in all reactor systems, including the main heat transport system,
moderator, reflectors, and shields. The total recoverable energy released per fission can be expressed as:
Equation 7

Ei = Q.R+ %,,,.,.
where:

Ei is the total recoverable energy released per fission (MeV/fission) from fissionable-material “i”.
Q.tI is the “effective energy” released by the fission (i.e., the energy that contributes to heating in the
reactor).

E=P~ur,is the average energy from parasitic-neutron-capture

Effective

Fission

Energy

The effective-fission-energy

where:

events per fission.

(Qm-)
can be expressed as [3]:

QM is he “effective -w”

released b the fission (i.e., the energy that contributes to heating in the

reactor).

Qt., is the total energy released from the fission.
Eind~~fit_n~u&On
is the energy of the incident neutron.
Emti.~utii.Ois the energy of emitted antineutrinos.
AEP is the energy released from beta particles that occur after the fuel has been removed from the reactor

and do not contribute to reactor heating (note for example that fuel in CANDU reactors remains in the core
for about one year).
AEY is the energy released from gamma rays that are emitted after the fuel has been removed from the
reactor and do not contribute to reactor heating.
Q.,, is the “net energy” which is the total energy minus the incident neutron energy.

The various components of the energy released from fission are included in the ENDF/B-6 library. Table
2 lists the net-energy per fission minus the antineutrino energy, for the major fissionable nuclides in
CANDU.

Table 2.

Energy released per fission for the major fissionable isotopes.
Average Incident
Neutron Energy (MeV)
O (thermal)

Fissionable
Isotope
U-235

U-238
Pu-239
PU-241
*

Total Energy (QtOJMinus
Antineutrino Energy* (MeV/fission)

193.72 f 0.15
198.06 * 0.32
199.92 i 0.23
201.98 C 0.28

3.1+0.10
O (thermal)
O (thermal)

The ENDF/B-6

Net Energy (Qn,J Minus Antineutrino
Energy (MeV/fission)

193.72 + 0.15
194.96 t 0.34
199.92 k 0.23
201.98 ~ 0.28

data is based largely on [9].

The energy released in fission depends slightly on the energy of the incident neutron, decreasing by about
0.2% for incident neutrons of 0.4 MeV compared to thermal neutron induced fissions (see Appendix B in
[3]). More than 95% of the fissions in U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241 are from thermal neutrons. For these
isotopes, the impact of fast-neutron induced fission on the average energy released per fission is therefore
expected to be about 0.0 19Z0,which can be ignored.
Decay energy that does not contribute to reactor heating (terms AEDand @in Equation 8) can be
estimated from the decay energy from a fission burst, and the average time the fuel is in the reactor
following fission. Fission burst integrated-decay-energies
for the major fissionable isotopes were
calculated using ORIGEN-S, and typical residence times for the various isotopes in CANDU fuels were
qualitatively estimated. The non-contributing decay energies, in MeV per fission, were estimated to be
(*1O%): U-235 0.17, U-238 0.19, Pu-239 0.24, Pu-241 0.32.
Parasitic-Neutron-Ca~ture

Enerw

(Ex)

Energy is released following the capture of excess neutrons. Capture-energies depend on the isotope that
captures the neutron. The energy released from capture therefore depends on the reactor. The captureenergy is generally calculated as follows [3]:
E capture = (V-l) ”QCaptUre
Where:

E=Ptwe is the average energy from parasitic-neutron-capture
events per fission.
v is the average number of neutrons released per fission (nubar).

Q~~t~, is the average energy re~emed per non-fission capture.
Values

of v (nubar), Q~~P~~,an d Ecapture,appropriate for CANDU fuel, are listed in Table 3.

Table 3.

Capture energy in CANDU fuel for the major fissionable isotopes.

Fissionable Isotope
U-235

U-238
PU-239
Pu-241
,
**

v-1 (#/fission)
0.0034
1.822* t 0.01”
1.879 * 0.006
1.945 t 0.007

1.437 *

Q=pti,, (MeV/caPture)
5.99 k 0.5
5.99 k 0.5
5.99 * 0.5
5.99 k 0.5

ECaPti,e(MeV/Fission)

8.608 * 0.72
10.914 * 0.91
11.255 ~ 0.94
11.651 * 0.97

This value has been adjusted to account for the (n,2n) reaction in U-238, which increases the neutron production
by about 1.57.. The adjustment was calculated using WIMS-AECL for a 37-element bundle.
This value is estimated based on the nubar values for the other fissionable isotopes.
in the nubar value are negligible compared to the uncertainty in the Q.,PtW value.

Note that the uncertainties

Nubar values for U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241 are from ENDF/B-6 data for thermal neutron fission. The
uncertainties in nubar are from reference [10]. Uncertainties in the nubar values are in the range of 0.170
to 0.290. These translate to uncertainties of 0.2?Z0to 0.4% in the excess neutrons per fission.
To demonstrate that thermal fission data are appropriate, WIMS-AECL calculations were performed for a
CANDU 37-element bundle. These show that nubar values for these isotopes in a CANDU fuel spectrum
are essentially the same as the thermal nubar values (they are actually about 0.006’70 to 0.03% higher,
depending on the isotope). The U-238 nubar value is also based on the ENDF/B-6, but has been
calculated for the CANDU fuel spectrum (using WIMS-AECL).
Other neutron producing reactions (e.g., (n,2n)) also contribute to the neutron population in the core.
Their total contribution is less than O.1% of the total neutron production, and is mostly from the U-238
(n,2n) reaction. WIMS-AECL calculations show that the (n,2n) reaction increases the U-238 neutron
production by about 1.590.
The average energy released per capture in CANDU reactors has been estimated to be 5.99 MeV per
capture [5, 11] (an uncertainty is not quoted for this value). The 5.99 MeV estimate is based on a 37element CANDU-bundle lattice-cell-calculation,
and does not explicitly consider captures in reactivity
devices and other structural materials (e.g., shields). Based on the methodology and range in capture-Q
values for typical reactor materials (including fission products, capture in actinides, and structural
materials), an uncertainty of *0.5 MeV per capture is reasonable. This estimate for the capture-energy is
consistent with other reported values (e.g., James [3] suggests 6.1 * 0.3 MeV for thermal reactors).
Combining the fission-energy, decay adjustments and parasitic-neutron-capture
energy from fission shown in Table 4.
Total useful energy from fission for CANDU.

Table 4.

II

Fissionable Isotope
U-235
U-238
Pu-239
RI-241

3.1.3

gives the total useful

I

Total Useful Energy From Fission (MeV/fission)
202. 16t0.74
205.68k0.97

II

21 O.94*O.97
213.31 tl.01

Uncertainties in the Isotope Fission Fractions and Their Impact on the Effective “Energy to
Lanthanum Yield Ratio”

Each fissionable isotope has a different “energy per fission” to “lanthanum per fission” ratio. These
ratios for the principal fissionable isotopes (at the dominant incident-neutron-energy),
in MeV per
lanthanum atom, are: U-235 (thermal) 3154 * 0.79%, U-238 (fast) 3628 t 1.10%, Pu-239 (thermal) 3740
i- 2.84%, Pu-241 (thermal) 3429 t 2.05%.
Because of the different energy to lanthanum yield ratios (E/Y) for the different fissionable isotopes,
uncertainties in the isotope fission fractions increase the uncertainties in effective E/Y values. Note that
the E/Y ratios for the major fissionable isotopes all fall within 19?10(e.g., 3740/3154 =1.19). As will be
discussed later, this relatively consistent E/Y ratio for the major fissionable isotopes results in an
effective (or average) E/Y value that is insensitive to uncertainties in the relative fission fractions. For

9

of the uncertainties in the fission fractions can be fairly generous without
increasing the effective E/Y uncertainty significantly.
this reason,

estimates

The uncertainty propagated to the effective (or average) E/Y value is not directly proportional to the
uncertainty in the relative contributions of the different fissionable isotopes. The average E/Y value is
calculated from linear combinations of individual fission energies and yields, each weighted according to
the fraction of fissions coming from that particular nuclide:

Average_ EIY =

Equation 9

ZN~E/i=FiiO~~~j~
i= Fi.wionable _ Lwfopes

where:

Ei is the total recovered-energy released per fission (MeV/fission) from fissionable-isotope “i”.
Yi is the effective lanthanum yield per fission (atom ?ZO
per fission) from fissionable-isotope “i”.
NFi is the number of fissions from fissionable-isotope “i”. It maybe expressed as a fraction or percent of
total fissions.

A simple example helps illustrate this propagation of the fission-fraction uncertainty to the uncertainty in
the E/Y value. Consider a system with only U-235 and Pu-239 fissions, and ignore uncertainties in the
energy and lanthanum yield values. At a given fuel burnup, first assume that the ratio of Pu-239 to U235 fissions is 1:1. Solving Equation 9 for this case gives an E/Y of 3428.2 MeV/La-atom. Now
consider the impact of changing the Pu-239 to U-235 ratio by 10% to 1.1:1, while maintaining the total
burnup (energy) constant. In this case E/Y is 3442.2 MeV/La-atom. This example shows that changing
the Pu-239 to U-235 fission ratio by 10~o, and keeping the burnup constant, changes the E/Y ratio by
only 0.4190. Similarly, changing the Pu-239 to U-235 ratio by 1O$ZO
to 1.1:1, while maintaining the totzd
lanthanum constant, also changes the EN ratio by 0.4190. These examples show that the E/Y ratio is
relatively insensitive to the isotope fission fractions.
Note numerator and denominator in Equation 9 are correlated terms, and standard uncertainty techniques
for uncorrelated (random) variables cannot be applied to the fission fraction uncertainties. Calculations
of these uncertainties are performed using a Monte Carlo technique, as discussed in Section 3.2.
Uncertainties in the isotope fission fractions are caused by uncertainties in a) actinide inventories, b)
fission rates (which are related to uncertainties in the fission cross section data and the calculated neutron
spectra).
a)

b)

Limited validation studies, comparing WIMS-AECL or WOBI calculations against the measured
inventory in CANDU fuel, have been performed. These suggest that at a typical CANDU exit
burnup(180 MWh/kg), the actinide inventory uncertainties are: U-235 *1%, U-238 tO. 1%, Pu-239
~2~o, and Pu-241 ~byo.
Based on uncertainties of the fission cross sections [10] and the neutron spectra calculated by
WIMS-AECL, the uncertainty in the fission rates at a given isotope inventory are estimated to be:
U-235 *2%, U-238 *1O%, Pu-239 *2.590, and Pu-241 *2.59Z0. Some data on the relative fission rates
for U-235 and Pu-239 are available for CANDU geomet~ bundles, based on ZED-2 measurements.
These are part of an ongoing program to validate the WIMS-AECL code [12]. To date, the most
relevant fully analyzed study is for a CANFLEX natural uranium bundle. In this study, the fine
structure spectral effects were measured using U-235 and Pu-239 foils in an unirradiated CANFLEX
bundle. Measurements were made for elements in each fuel ring. Calculated Pu-239 to U-235
fission-rate ratios are all within two percent of the measured ratios, consistent with the uncertainties
proposed here.
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Combining the inventory uncertainties with the cross-section
uncertainties in the number of fissions listed in Table 5.
Table 5.

Uncertainties

Number of Fissions
per kg Initial
Heavy Element
2.0E+21
5.0E+21
1.0E+22
2.0E+22
3.0E+22
4.0E+22

*

**

and neutron spectra uncertainties,

gives the

in the integrated isotopic fissions for selected fuel burnups.

Approximate
Element Burnup
(MWh/kg IHE)
18
45
91
183
276
370

Uncertainty in the Integrated Fissions (the first factor is from the inventory uncertainty,
the second factor is from the fission cross-section and neutron spectra uncertainty)*
U-235**
0.1%+2%=2.1%
0.3% +2% =2.3%
0.5% +2% = 2.5%

U-238
0.1%+ lo%= 10%
0.1%+ lo%= 10%
0.1%+ lo%= 10%

l%+2qo=3%

0.1%+ 10%= 10%

1.5% +2% =3.5%
2%+2%=4%

0.1% + 10%= 10%
0.1% + lo%= lo’%

Pu-239
2.5%=
2%+ 2.5% =
2%+ 2.5% =
2%+ 2.5% =
2% + 2.5%=
2% + 2.5V0 =
270 i-

4.5%
4.5%
l.sqo

4.5%
4.5%
4.5%

PU-241
6% +2.5%= 8.5%
6%+ 2.5% = 8.5%
6% + 2.5~o = 8.570
6% + 2.5%= 8.5%
6% + 2.5%= 8.5%
6’%0+ 2.5%=

8.5%

When combining the component uncertainties, they are treated as systematic uncertainties (i.e. simply added). This may
overestimate the total uncertainty. However, as discussed earlier, the uncertainty in the burnup to La-139 ratio is relatively
insensitive to the uncertainty in the fission fractions.
For simplicity the uncertainty in the integrated U-235 inventory is assumed to be half of its uncertainty at the endpoint
bumup. This is an overestimate. As discussed above, the impact of this overestimate on the bumup to La-139 ratio is small.

3.1.4

Uncertainty

in Lanthanum Removal and/or Production From Neutron Capture

Neutron capture events will remove some of the lanthanum in the fuel. Similarly, some lanthanum will
be produced from neutron captures (almost exclusively from mass-chain 138). Lanthanum
production/depletion
from neutron capture events may be explicitly calculated by neutronic codes,
assuming the proper data are available in the data libraries.
The data in this section shows that for higher burnup CANDU fuel (200-400 MWh/kg IHE), neutron
capture events remove one to two percent of the La-139 produced from fission. The uncertainty in the
La-139 concentration attributable to uncertainty in the La-139 capture rate is expected to be less than
0.1 percent. Production of La-139 from neutron capture (primarily from Ba-138) is negligible (typically
less than 0.1% of the total production), and this process does not add significantly to the La-139
inventory, or to its uncertainty.
Removal of Lanthanum
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the only lanthanum isotope that is produced at non-trivial quantities is
La-139. All of the significant La-139 precursors have short half-lives (less than 1.5 h), and capture in
precursors is negligible.
WIMS-AECL calculations provide data on the La-139 removal from capture, as listed in Table 6. The
La- 139 capture data are from the “k-effective” edit for the actual La-139 concentrations, which have been
normalized and integrated (summed) over the appropriate irradiation time.
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Table 6.

La-139 inventory and capture data for the outer elements in a CANDU 37-element bundle, as
calculated using WIMS-AECL.

Element
La-139
La-139 atoms
Total La-139
Number of Fissions
Percent of
Burnup
inventory per
captured per
Produced per
per kg Initial Heavy
La-139
(MWb/kg IHE)
kg IHE*
kg IHE
kg IHE**
Element (IHE)
Removed
18.1
1.28E+20
1.03E+17
1.28E+20
2.0000E+21
0.08%
45.3
3.16E+20
6.41E+17
3. 17E+20
5.0000E+21
0.20%
6.22E+20
2.63E+18
1.0000E+22
91.1
6.25E+20
0.42%
183.5
1.21E+21
1.08E+19
1.22E+21
2.0000E+22
0.89%
276.5
1.78E+21
2.53E+19
1.81E+21
3.0000E+22
1.40%
370.1
2.34E+21
4.63E+19
2.39E+21
4.0000E+22
1.94%
*
The WIMS-AECL calculation assumes that all the short-lived precursors have decayed to La-139.
““ The sum of columns two and three.
The data show that for low burnup fuels, less than one percent of the La-139 is removed by neutron
capture. At higher burnups, neutron capture removes a percent or two of the produced La-139.
The La-139 absorption rate can be converted to a “burnup half-life” for CANDU fuel. Assuming an
average bundle power of 35 W/g initial fuel mass, which corresponds to an outer element linear power of
43.1 kW/m, the effect of neutron capture in La-1 39 is to deplete the La-139 quantity by about two
percent for fuel irradiated for one year.
La-139 capture cross-sections are [13]: a) 2200 m/s 8.93 f 0.04 barn (*0.45%); b) Resonance Integral
11.8 * 0.8 barn (*6.8%). In a CANDU 37-element bundle, at the start of irradiation, the neutron energydependent La-139 capture profiles are:

Thermal neutron (energy <0.625 eV) captures
Epithermal neutron (0.625 eV to 0.82 MeV) captures
Fast neutron (>0.82 MeV) captures

Inner Element

Outer Element

91.1%
8.8%

92.8%
7.1%

0.05%

0.03%

Thermal neutron captures dominate (over 90% of the total captures), and the capture profiles are not
sensitive to the element position within the bundle. These profiles remain relatively constant with
irradiation.
Based on the cross section uncertainties, and the energy dependent capture profiles, the uncertainty in the
La-1 39 capture rate would be expected to be about one percent. However, there is further uncertainty
related to the thermal-neutron-flux
energy-profile, which is “hardened” by the low-energy neutron
captures in the fuel (i.e., the Maxwellian spectrum is skewed by higher absorption rates in the lower
energy regions). Considering this effect, the overall uncertainty in the La-139 capture rate is likely to be
a few percent.
Considering the small effect of La-139 depletion from capture (<2%), the uncertainty in the La-139
concentration attributable to uncertainty in the La-139 capture rate is expected to be less than 0.1 percent.
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Production

of Lanthanum from Neutron Capture

Some La-139 will be produced from neutron capture in mass chain 138 isotopes. This mass chain has a
similar fission product yield to the 139 mass-chain (e.g., U-235 thermal fission yields: 139 chain 6.41%,
138 chain 6.77%). Essentially all of this chain-yield ends up as Ba-138, which is stable. Precursors to
Ba- 138 are all short-lived (all with half-lives less than 15 minutes). Ba-138 production from fission is
therefore expected to closely follow La-139 production.
Ba-138 capture cross-sections are [13]: 2200 rds 0.360 i- 0.036 barn (+1O%); Resonance Integral
0.32 * 0.04 barn (*1 l%). Comparing these cross sections with the La-139 cross section, and using the
La-139 capture profiles presented earlier, shows that the Ba-138 capture rate will be about 4% of the La139 capture rate. For high-burnup CANDU fuel, La-139 captures represent about two percent of the total
La-1 39 quantity produced. At high burnup, Ba- 138 captures can therefore be expected to add about
0.08% (4% x2%x 6.77/6.41) to the total La-139 inventory.
In typical CANDU irradiations, Ba-138 captures add less than 0.1 % to the total La-139 inventory. Ba138 captures, and its uncertainty, are small and can be neglected (note that with the currently available
WIMS-AECL libraries, this contribution is ignored).
3.1.5

Uncertainty

or Error From Fast-Neutron-Fissions

In U-235. Pu-239, and Pu-241

For each fissionable isotope, the lanthanum fission product yield (and its uncertainty) varies with
incident neutron energy. To assess the impact of this effect, the sensitivity of the lanthanum yield to
incident energy must be known, as must the relative contributions from fast and thermal fissions.
Sensitivity of Lanthanum Yield to Incident Neutron Ener~ v - The effects of incident neutron energy on
lanthanum yields (i.e., La-139 yields) are shown in Table 1. The data show the following: for U-235 the
La- 139 yield from fast fission is 1Yolower than for thermal fission; for Pu-239 the La-139 yield from fast
fission is 0.590 lower than for thermal fission; for Pu-241 the La-139 yield from fast fission is 1.5?Z0
higher than for thermal fission. Uncertainties in the La-139 yields are slightly lower for U-235 and Pu239, and slightly higher for Pu-241. Energy-dependent yields are not provided for U-238 since
essentially all U-238 fissions are from fast-neutrons.
Fast to Thermal Fission Ratios in CANDU - In U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241, fissions from neutrons with
energies above 0.82 MeV represent about 0.190 of the respective total-isotope-fissions.
The sensitivity of
the lanthanum-yield to incident-neutron-energy
is about one percent (see Table 1). Combining these
factors gives a total impact of less than 0.01%, which is negligible.
3.1.6

Uncertainty

or Error Related to the Initial Lanthanum Concentration

Any initial lanthanum in the fuel must be accounted for when calculating the relationship between
burnup and lanthanum concentration. Note that lanthanum is not currently listed in the CANDU-fuel
impurity-specification,
and so the initial lanthanum concentration is not necessarily controlled in the U02
preparation process.
Recent experience
in measuring lanthanum quantities in unirradiated
UOZ samples suggests that the
levels are below the current High Performance
Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC) procedure detection
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limit of

-6 ~g.g-l initial UOZ [14]. In an earlier study [15], an archive fuel sample and six lots of U02,

processed from a variety of Canadian, Australian, and South African sources, were analysed.
concentrations in these samples were <0.7 pg.g-l UOZ (i.e., <0.8 pgg-l U).

Lanthanum

When performing burnup analysis on CANDU fuels, the lanthanum concentration is generally in the
range of 100 to 500 pg.g-l IHE (corresponding to burnups of 60 to 340 MWh/kg IHE). If initial
lanthanum concentrations are less than 0.8 Lgg-l IHE, then assuming an initial concentration of zero in
the neutronic calculations would result in a burnup overestimate of no greater than 0.8% for fuel at 60
MWh/kg IHE, and O.16% for fuel at 340 MWh/kg IHE. For fuel with a bumup of less than 60 MWh/kg
IHE, the initial lanthanum concentration may introduce a significant bias if it is not explicitly considered
in the neutronic calculations.
To facilitate the use of lanthanum as a fission/burnup monitor, a maximum lanthanum concentration
could be included in the CANDU fuel specification. To reduce the possible bias to less than half a
percent for typical exit bumups, the lanthanum impurity level should be limited to <1 ~gg-l UOZ. For
low-burnup-fuel, if the burnup is to be estimated from lanthanum measurements, the initial lanthanum
concentration should be measured and accounted for.
3.1.7

Additional

Uncertainties

or Errors in the Computer Code Calculations

Neutronic computer codes calculate the generation and depletion of isotopes in the fuel, including fission
products. The burnup routines for widely used neutronic codes such as ORIGEN and WIMS-AECL have
been thoroughly checked, and there is good confidence that significant errors are not present.
The calculation of La-139 in fuel is relatively straightforward since a) neutron capture events have only a
small impact on the total La-139 inventory, and b) the La-139 precursors are all short-lived and can
effectively be ignored.
When performing the burnup calculations, time steps for the main neutron transport routine must be
selected properly to ensure that changes in the flux spectra and isotope inventories are relatively constant
between calculations. Time steps for the calculations are done on a 2.5 day time period, or less (start of
irradiation time steps are 0.25 days).
To demonstrate that the time steps are adequate, two fine time-step calculations were performed using
WIMS-AECL.
Differences between the standard and fine time-step calculations were small, with the
maximum of 0.0590 difference in the burnup to La-139 ratio.
Comparison of the La-139 inventories calculated by WIMS-AECL and WOBI show good agreement
between these codes (see Section 4), and consistent trends in the data. This provides additional
confidence that the La-139 inventory calculations in these codes are performing properly.
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3.2

Total Uncertainty

The major uncertainties in the burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio are from the lanthanum yield and
energy-per-fission data. These uncertainties are summarized in Table 7. Fast-neutron-induced
fissions in
U-235, Pu-239, and U-238 impact the lanthanum to energy-yield ratio by less than 0.01%, and can be
ignored.
Table 7.

Uncertainty

in the energy to lanthanum yield ratio (E/Y) for the major fissionable

isotopes.

Isotope (incident
neutron energy)
U-235 (thermal)
U-238 (fast)

Useful Energy per fission (E)
(MeV/fission)
202. 16* 0.37%
205.68k 0.47%

La Yield per fission (Y)
(Lanthanum atoms per fission)
0.0641 f 0.7%
0.0567 * 1.0%

E/y
(MeV per La atom)
3154 * 0.79%
3628 * 1.10%

Pu-239 (thermal)
Pu-241 (thermal)

21 O.94* 0.46%
213.31* 0.47%

0.0564 k 2.8%
0.0622 + 2.0%

3740 * 2.84%
3429 &2.05%

The uncertainty in the overall burnup to lanthanum-production
ratio is a linear combination of individual
fission energies and yields, each weighted by the fraction of fissions from that particular isotope (see
Equation 9, and the discussion in Section 3.1.3). The relative contribution of the major fissionable
isotopes to the total number of fissions changes with the irradiation period (i.e., burnup). These relative
contributions are calculated by neutronics codes such as WIMS-AECL or WOBI. Estimates of the
fission fractions at selected irradiation periods, applicable to the outer element of a CANDU 37-element
bundle, are shown in Table 8. The uncertainties in the relative contributions of the major fissionable
materials are calculated from the fission fraction data and Table 5 (fission fraction uncertainties).
Table 8.

Relative contributions of the major-fissionable-isotopes
to the total number-of-fissions,
calculated at various irradiation periods using WIMS-AECL.

Total Number
of Fissions*
2.0E+21 t 2.0%
5.0E+21 i 2.0%
1.0E+22 *2. 1‘%
2.0E+22 * 2.470
3.0E+22 k 2.7%
4.0E+22 k 2.9%

U-235
91.011.9
81.8 tl.9
70.5 * 1.8
55.0+ 1.7
44.1 * 1.5
36.1 * 1.4

Isotope Fissions per 100 Total Fissions
U-238
Pu-239
4.1 f ().4
4.9 * ().2
4.2 A 0.4
13.8 k 0.6
24.7 tl.l
4.3 * 0.4
4.4 * ().4
38.3 * 1.7
4.5 &().4
46.7 k 2.1
4.6 k 0.4
52.3 k 2.4

Pu-241**
0.00
0.11 t 0.01
0.51 f 0.04
2.33 &0.20
4.64 k 0.39
7.06 i 0.60

Burnup***
(MWh/kgIHE)
18.1 *2.0%
45.3 +2.1%
91.1 *2.2%
183.5 t 2.5%
276.5 A 2.7%
370.1 t 2.9%

The uncertainties are calculated from the uncertainty in the isotope fissions in columns 2 to 5.
““ ThePu-241 includes the “residual fissions” from higher actinides.
‘k”” The burnup uncertainties are calculated tlom the uncertainty in the fraction of fissions and the uncertainty in the
energy released per fission.

To combine the uncertainties in the a) energy per fission, b) lanthanum yield per fission, and c) fission
fractions, a Monte Carlo technique was used (as discussed in Section 3.1.3, the uncertainties in the
energy and yield are correlated, and standard error techniques for random uncertainties cannot be used
for calculating the total energy over total yield ratio). The Monte Carlo calculations were performed
using Mathcad [16]. The results are summarized in Table 9. Note that column 3 in the table excludes the
uncertainty in the fission-fraction ratio. Comparing columns 3 and 4 shows that the uncertainties in the
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isotope fission-fractions have a negligible effect on the overall uncertainty. This reflects the relatively
constant E/Y ratio for the major fissionable isotopes, as discussed in Section 3.1.3.
Table 9.

Uncertainty in the energy to lanthanum yield ratio combining uncertainties
per fission, b) lanthanum yield per fission, and c) fission fractions.
Total Burnup
(MWWWHE)

Total Fissions

2.0E+21
5.0E+21
1.0E+22
2.0E+22
3.0E+22
4.0E+22

* 2.0%
* 2.0%
* 2.1%
t 2.4%
&2.7%
t 2.9%

18.1 * 2.0%
45.3 * 2.1%
91.1 i2.2%
183.5 k 2.5%
276.5 &2.7%
370.1 k 2.9%

EIY Excluding the Uncertainty
in the Fission-Fractions
(MeVILa-atom)
3197 k 0.74%
3245 k 0.75%
3306 * 0.86%
3388*1.11%
3444 t 1.30%
3485 & 1.45%

As noted earlier, the impact of fast-neutron-induced
be less than 0.01%, and can be ignored.

from a) energy

EN Including the Uncertainty in
the Fission-Fractions
(MeV/La-atom)
3197 * 0.74%
3245 &0.76%
3306 * 0.87%
3389 * 1.13%
3445 & 1.32%
3486 f 1.46%
1

fissions in U-235, Pu-239, and Pu-241 is expected to

To convert the energy to lanthanum yield ratio to energy to lanthanum concentration ratio, the effects of
lanthanum generation and depletion from neutron capture events must be taken into account. As
discussed earlier, lanthanum capture events remove one to two percent of the lanthanum produced for
fuel at typical exit burnups. Capture in La-139 is properly accounted for in the neutronic codes such as
WIMS-AECL and WOBI, and the uncertainty in the lanthanum concentration from neutron capture is
less than 0.1 %. Adding this to the uncertainties in Table 9 gives the uncertainties shown in Table 10.
Table 10.

Uncertainty in the energy to lanthanum concentration ratio, combining uncertainties from
a) energy per fission, b) lanthanum yield per fission, c) fission fractions, d) neutron capture
events, and e) fast-neutron induced fissions in U-235, Pu-239 and Pu-241.

Total Fissions
2.0E+21
5.0E+21
1.0E+22
2.0E+22
3.0E+22
4.0E+22

t
t
i
+
*
+

2.0%
2.0%
2.1%
2.4%
2.7%
2.9~0

Total Burnup (MWh/kgIHE)
18.1 * 2.0%
45.3 * 2.1%
91.1 *2.2%
183.5 k 2.5%
276.5 &2.7%
370.1 * 2.9%

Uncertainty in the Energy to LanthanumConcentration Ratio
~ ().8~o
~ 0.870
* ().9y~
f l.lq~
+ 1.3’%
* 1.5%

The accuracies listed in this table do not include the impact of any initial lanthanum, which maybe
present in the fuel (as an impurity). The initial lanthanum concentration, and its uncertainty must be
separately considered. If initial lanthanum is ignored, burnups calculated from the lanthanumconcentration will be overestimated. For a CANDU fuel at a typical exit burnup, ignoring the initial
lanthanum concentration should bias the calculated burnup by less than 0.5% if the initial lanthanum
concentration is <1 ~g.g-l U02.
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4.

Review of AECL Calculations

of the Burnup

to Lanthanum

Ratio

At AECL, calculations of the BU/LC have been performed using WIMS-AECL versions WL2-4Z or
2-5d, or WOBI. The nuclear data used by these codes are slightly different from the “best data” currently
available. This results in biases in the BU/LC calculated by the codes, as summarized in Table 11.
Table 11:

Expected bias in the BU/LC at various burnups for the various codes compared to the best
data case

Number of Fissions
per kg Initial U

2.0E+21

5.0E+21
1.0E+22
2.0E+22
3.0E+22
4.0E+22
:,

Burnup
(MWb/kg Initial U)

Expected Bias in the Burnup to Lanthanum Concentration
WIMS-AECL version
WL2-4Z (ENDF/B-5)*

WIMS-AECL version
2-5d (ENDF/B-6) *

0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%

-1.4%
-1.3%
-1.1%
-0.7%
-0.4%
0.0%
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45
91
184
277
370

Ratio

WOBI

-0.6%
-0.6?lo
-0.6%
-0.5%
-0.3%
0.0%

WIMS-AECL uses custom versions of the ENDF/B libraries.

The main reasons for these biases are:
●

WIMS-AECL
higher

●

●

5.

version WL2-4Z (ENDF/B-5) – The La-139 yield from U-238 fissions is about 5%

than the most recent ENDF/B-6

cumulative

yield data.

WIMS-AECL version 2-5d (ENDF/B-6) – The La-139 yields from U-238 and Pu-241 fissions are
about 8910higher and 10% lower for AECL’s version of the library than the most recent ENDF/B-6
cumulative ~ield data, respectively. The fission product yields in the library are based on the
“independent fission product yields”. For the best results, “cumulative fission product yields” should
be used to calculate the total La-139 inventory.
WOBI – The energy per fission includes captures within the fuel region only, which neglects the
contributions of leakage neutrons to the total reactor power. For fresh fuel (h> 1) this
underestimates the “energy per fission”, and for high burnup fuel (i.e., h,< 1) this overestimates the
“energy per fission”.
Sensitivity

of the Burnup-to-Lanthanum

Ratio to Bundle Design and Element

Position

In natural uranium CANDU fuel, the BU/LC ratio is expected to be insensitive to the element position or
bundle design, since energy-released-per-fission
and lanthanum-fission-product-yields
are expected to be
essentially constant for the range of neutron spectra in the CANDU fuel. To show this, the lanthanum
concentrations at a series of burnups were calculated for each element position (e.g., centre, inner,
intermediate, outer rings) in the 37-element and 28-element bundle designs. The results are summarized
in Table 12. For a given bundle design, differences in the lanthanum concentration between element
positions are within 0.39io. Between bundles, the differences are within 0.1 %.
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Table 12: The Range of La Concentrations
Buruup
(MWhlkg Initial U)
20.0
50.0
100.0
175.0
250.0
300.0
*

6.

in the Different Elements in 37- and 28-Element Bundles.

Range of lanthanum concentrations (~g 139Laper g initial U) for different element
positions in CANDU bundles (% difference in range is shown in parentheses)
37-Element Bundle
28-Element Bundle
32.723 to 32.731 (0.02%)
32.718 to 32.720 (0.01%)
80.303 to 80.328 (0.03%)
80.288 to 80.305 (0.02%)
156.913 to 157.046 (0.09%)
156.946 to 157.022 (0.05%)
267.643 to 267.939 (0.1 1%)
267.528 to 267.973 (O.17%)
374.317 to 375.206 (0.24%)
374.561 to 375.203 (0.17%)
444.170 to 445.083 0.21%)
443.854 to 445.040 (0.27%)

The La- 139 concentration includes the decay of precursors. The calculations were performed with WIMSAECL, with time steps adjusted to give the burnup to within 0.01 MWh/kg Initial U, or 0.02% of the nominal
burnup value, whichever is smaller

Conclusions

For CANDU fuel, the burnup to lanthanum-concentration
ratio can be calculated with an accuracy of
about one to two percent, depending on the burnup. To achieve this accuracy, the best available
cumulative-fission-product-yield
data must be used. These data could be made available for WIMSAECL calculations.
The methodologies and data libraries currently used by AECL have biases of up to 1.5% compared to
using the best-available methods and data. These biases are in addition to the one to two percent
uncertainty noted above.
The burnup to lanthanum-concentration
within the bundle.

ratio is insensitive to the bundle design or element position
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NOMENCLATURE
HPLC - High Performance Liquid Chromatography
EN – Fission-~nergy (burnup) to Lanthanum-yield
ratio
Fission Energy – Is the total energy deposited in the reactor from fission, including energy liberated
from parasitic neutron absorption (but excluding antineutrino energy, and fission-product decay
energy that occurs after the fuel is removed from the reactor)
Cumulative Fission Product Yield – The number of atoms of a given isotope (and metastable state if
applicable) produced over all time after one fission, including delayed neutron emission (see [8]
for details)
Independent
Fission Product Yield - The number of atoms of a given isotope (and metastable state if
applicable) produced directly from one fission, after the emission of prompt neutrons and before
the emission of delayed neutrons (see [8] for details)
Heavy Elements – Isotopes with an atomic mass greater than 230 (which includes all the major
fissionable isotopes)
IHE - ~itial Heavy Element – the pre-irradiation quantity of heavy elements
MWh – ~egawatt hour
WIMS-AECL
– Neutron transport code used at AECL
WIMS-IST - Version 2-5d of WIMS-AECL, with its associated custom library based on the ENDF/13-6
library
ORIGEN – Isotope generation and depletion code developed at ORNL
WOBI – Computer code system that couples WIMS-AECL with ORIGEN, allowing for comprehensive
isotope generation and depletion calculations in CANDU fuel
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